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Abstract 
We performed simulation calculations of neutron transmission spectra for minor actinide and long-lived fission 
product samples with pulsed neutron beams produced by the two neutron sources: the Accurate Neutron-Nucleus 
Reaction measurement Instrument (ANNRI) at the Japan Spallation Neutron Source (JSNS) that provides the world’s 
most intense pulsed neutron beam, and a compact accelerator-driven neutron source. For the both cases, we assumed 
to put a neutron detector at downstream of the sample and took into account the detector efficiency of neutrons to 
estimate statistics. ANNRI gives high statistical neutron transmission spectra. Therefore, it is useful for obtaining the 
total cross-section data through the transmission spectra for the small amount sample or the small cross-section 
regions between the resonances not only for monitoring the beam condition during the neutron capture-reaction 
measurements at ANNRI. On the other hand, a compact neutron source shows transmission spectra at resonances 
with less deformation by its single bunch beam. This implies that the compact neutron source is useful for assigning 
the resonances and the resonance analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
Accurate experimental neutron-induced cross-section data of Minor Actinides (MAs) and Long-Lived 
Fission Products (LLFPs) are desired for innovative reactor systems, which are expected to reduce the 
radio toxicity of MAs and LLFPs in nuclear waste. In order to obtain such data, a research team including 
us is performing measurements of neutron capture cross-sections for some important MAs and LLFPs [1-
4] using the Accurate Neutron-Nucleus Reaction measurement Instrument (ANNRI) [5] at the Japan 
Spallation Neutron Source (JSNS). By this instrument, prompt gamma rays following the neutron capture 
reaction at a sample are detected by Ge or NaI spectrometers. Neutron capture cross-sections as a function 
of the neutron energy are measured by the time-of-flight (TOF) technique between the emitted time of a 
pulsed neutron beam from a neutron source and detection time of the prompt gamma rays. The neutron 
energy resolution depends on the time width of the pulsed neutron beam. Therefore, the fluctuation of the 
time width could affect an accuracy of the cross-section data. In order to monitor the time fluctuation 
during the neutron capture cross-section measurements, we are planning to measure neutron transmission 
spectra. We will put a two-dimensional position sensitive neutron detector behind the sample on the 
beamline. A layout of ANNRI and the neutron detector is shown in Fig. 1.  
Fig. 1. ANNRI beamline. The position sensitive neutron detector will be put at 29 m from the neutron source. 
Fig. 2. Experimental total cross section data [6] and the nuclear data library JENDL-4.0 [7] (solid line). (a) 244Cm; (b) 99Tc 
 
The transmission measurements provide neutron induced total cross-sections also. Number of 
experimental total cross-section data is limited and their accuracy is poor. Examples of the available 
experimental data [6] for 244Cm (MA) and 99Tc (LLFP) are in Fig. 2. For other important nuclei as 93Zr 
and 107Pd, no data exists. ANNRI provides a high intensity pulsed neutron beam. Therefore, high 
statistical total cross-section data are expected. However, the neutron energy-resolution in the high-energy 
region is low in the normal JSNS operation since the pulse structure of the JSNS proton beam is split with 
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a 599 ns gap between the two sub-pulses. On the other hand, a compact accelerator-driven neutron source 
can provide a single bunch beam, although the neutron intensity is low. Therefore, we have performed 
simulation calculation of the transmission spectra with statistical uncertainty for both ANNRI and a 
compact accelerator-driven neutron source in order to study the possibility of the complementary use of 
these different neutron sources. 
2. Procedure of the simulation calculations 
The simulation calculation was performed by a numerical method. Transmission spectra were obtained 
by calculating transmission for each energy point in the energy range from 1 eV to 1 keV. The time 
structure of the pulsed neutron beam was convoluted to the transmission spectra, which is given by the 
slowing-down process of neutrons in the moderator of the neutron source. The samples in the simulation 
were assumed to be same as those prepared for the neutron capture cross-section measurements at 
ANNRI. They are 244Cm, 99Tc, 93Zr, and 107Pd samples. Most of them have unavoidable isotopic nuclei 
although high isotopic purity is desired for the transmission measurements. Their properties are 
summarized in Table 1. The weight of 244Cm sample is much smaller compared to others due to its high 
radioactivity (1.8 GBq.). 
Table 1. Samples used for the simulation calculations. 
Sample Chemical form Weight Diameter Isotopic ratio 
244Cm CmO2 0.6 mg 5 mm 244:91.6% 245:2.2% 246:5.9% 
99Tc Metal 78 mg 6.3 mm 99:100% 
93Zr ZrO2 3.31 g 20 mm 
93:17.9% 90:5.2% 91:12.4% 
92:15.3% 94:22.9% 96:26.3% 
107Pd Metal 137 mg 9 mm 107:15.3% 104:1.75% 105:48.2% 106:23.0% 108:8.75% 109:2.80% 
The conditions of the neutron sources in the simulation calculations are summarized in Table 2. A 
proton 1MW beam is used for ANNRI and neutrons are generated in the mercury target by the spallation 
process. On the other hand, an electron beam of 2 kW was assumed in the case of the compact neutron 
source on the basis of the electron LINAC of the Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute. In this 
case, neutrons are generated by the photonuclear reaction. The differences of the method of the neutron 
generation and the beam power, the neutron intensity of the compact neutron sources is much smaller 
than that of ANNRI as listed in Table 2. However, the compact neutron source has flexibility in the time 
properties of the incident beam and can provide a single bunch beam. The TOF distance between the 
neutron source and the neutron detector was assumed to be 29 m for both of the neutron sources. For the 
case of the compact neutron source, 10 m was also applied in order to see the effect of the increase of the 
neutron counts. The measurement time was assumed a day and three days for the measurements with 
ANNRI and the compact neutron source, respectively.  
The statistical error was given to the calculated transmission spectra, which was obtained on the basis 
of the statistics using the neutron intensity at the sample positions. The sample positions are 21.5 m for 
the 29 m measurements at ANNRI and the compact neutron source. For the case of the compact neutron 
source with 10 m, the sample was assumed to be at 8 m. The beam size at the samples was 7 mm in 
diameter for the all simulation calculations. 
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Table 2. Conditions of the neutron sources and simulation calculations. 
 ANNRI Compact source 
Accelerated beam Proton 1 MW Electron 2 kW 
Beam bunch Double Single 
TOF distance 29 m 29 m / 10 m 
Neutron intensity at 1eV and L=21.5m 5×106 n/eV/cm2/s 1×102 n/eV/cm2/s 
Measurement time 1 day 3 days 
3. Results 
The transmissions for the 244Cm sample are shown in Fig. 3. The resonances absorptions on the 
transmission spectra are not so large as seen in Fig. 3 (a). This is because that the sample amount is small. 
Therefore, in the case of the compact neutron source, the resonance absorptions are governed by 
statistical uncertainty and it’s hard to obtain useful result. However, Fig 3 (b) indicates that ANNRI can 
provide data with enough statistics. 
Fig. 3. Transmission spectra of the 244Cm sample. (a) wide energy range; (b) narrow energy range 
 
Fig. 4. Transmission spectra of the 99Tc sample. (a) wide energy range; (b) narrow energy range 
 
Fig. 4 is the results of the 99Tc sample. Fig. 4  (a) shows that many resonances can be observed even by 
the compact neutron source due to the enough sample amount and large cross sections of the resonances. 
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Fig. 4 (b) is the result in the energy range between 150 and 200 eV. Each resonance-absorption for 
ANNRI shows double dips due to the double bunch beam. On the other hand, the compact neutron source 
shows single dip for each resonance. This is useful for identifying the resonances especially in the high-
energy region where the resonances exist densely. The statistics of the 29 m data of the compact neutron 
source is enough for analyzing around the resonances. However, it is not enough between the resonances 
even we shorten the TOF distance from 29 m to 10 m. Therefore, it is better to use data by the compact 
neutron source at the resonances and the data by ANNRI between the resonances. 
Fig. 5. Transmission spectra of the 93Zr sample. (a) wide energy range; (b) narrow energy range 
 
The results of the 93Zr sample are shown in Fig. 5. Some intense resonances are seen in the higher 
energy region by both ANNRI and the compact neutron source in Fig. 5 (a). Fig. 5 (b) is the detail of the 
resonance absorption around 110 eV. The energies of the resonance centers obtained by the compact 
neutron source with 29 m and 10 m distances are same. On the other hand, the energy by ANNRI is 
slightly shifted towards lower energy compared to the others. This is due to the double bunch beam. The 
resonance absorption in Fig. 5 (b) is a single dip, although the resonance absorptions shown in Fig. 4 (b) 
have double dips. This implies that the effect of the double bunch beam in ANNRI varies depending on 
the intrinsic resonance widths.  
The statistics of data by the compact neutron source seem to be enough for the resonance analysis for 
some intense resonances. The data of 10 m is statistically better than that of 29 m. However, the neutron 
energy resolution of 29 m is clearly better than that of 10 m. In any case, the data analysis in the energy 
regions between the resonances has to rely on the ANNRI data with high statistics. 
Fig. 6. Transmission spectra of the 107Pd sample. (a) wide energy range; (b) narrow energy range 
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Fig. 6 shows the results of the 107Pd sample. A lot of resonances are seen by the many isotopic nuclei 
as seen in Fig. 6 (a). These can be observed by both ANNRI and the compact neutron source. Similarly to 
the 93Zr sample, the data by the compact neutron source are expected for the resonance analysis, while the 
data by ANNRI for the cross-section data between the resonances. The data by the compact neutron 
source are expected to help distinguishing resonances complicated in the ANNRI measurement by its 
double bunch beam. 
4. Conclusions 
We performed simulation calculations of the transmission spectra of 244Cm, 99Tc, 93Zr, and 107Pd 
samples by the pulsed neutron beams provided by the two different type neutron sources. One is the 
ANNRI beamline, which provides the most intense pulsed neutron beam in the world. The other is a 
compact neutron source. The former has an advantage of high statistics and a disadvantage of the double 
bunch beam. On the other hand, the compact neutron sources can provide a single bunch beam although 
the intensity is much lower. We obtained the high statistics for the ANNRI measurements as expected. 
This property is useful especially for small cross-section regions between resonances or the 244Cm sample 
of which amount is small. The compact neutron source shows that it can provide data of which energy 
resolution is better than that of ANNRI. This result implies that the compact neutron source is useful for 
analyzing resonance peaks or assigning the resonances in the high-energy region where the resonances 
are dense. We conclude that ANNRI and the compact neutron source are useful for complementary use 
for neutron transmission measurements of the MA and LLFP samples. 
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